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Fabulous 
by Rose Young 

“Stop bloody staring at yourself and go outside”  

It’s a Saturday morning in the mid 1980s, a middle aged mother is lugging a full washing 

basket down the hall of a house in a small country town. 

In her bedroom, a teenager sits in front of her mirror, magazines like Dolly and Her and 

Smash Hits are open on the dressing table, she is emulating Boy George’s make up. 

Her hair is wrapped in some T shirt material, in a messy turban, large plastic button clip 

on earrings, off the shoulder, bat wing 3 quarter sleeve T shirt, mid-calf tube skirt, pink 

double slung studded belt, floppy socks and white jazz shoes ... fingerless lace gloves. 

She pouts at herself and gives herself a wink. 

She sashays down the hallway toward the front door. 

Her mother, passing with another laundry basket sees her. 

“Where do you think you’re going?” “Outside, you just told me to go outside” “Not in that 

get up you’re not. Wash your face and put some proper clothes on. I’m not having you 

swanning around town dressed like that. You look ridiculous.”  

“It’s pronounced ‘fabulous’...”  

The girl, dejected, goes back to her room, waits until her mother is outside at the clothes 

line, and escapes the house. 

Down the street, Saturday morning shoppers stare openly at the girl, who is sitting at a 

cafe table on the street, posing with a strawberry milk shake. Girls her age pass by in 

chambray outfits and scrunchies, basketball shoes. “What a mole, who does she think she 

is? Madonna?” The girl gives them a withering look and carries on posing. 

  

30 years later, a middle aged woman in vintage Stuart Membery is chucking clothes into 

the washing machine. 

“Mum, do you want to go out for coffee?”  

The woman’s teenaged daughter is towering in the doorway in platform boots, in full 
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cybergoth regalia.  

“You look fabulous! Hang on, I’ll just get my bag ... where do you want to go?”  

They leave the house, arm in arm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


